This paper provides a product integral representation for a nonlinear evolution system. The representation is valid for expansive systems and provides an analysis in the nonexpansive case which is different from ones previously discovered.
In order to obtain a product integral representation for the evolution system M, two additional conditions are used: 
In this paper, the following three theorems are proved. In the definitions and lemmas which follow, suppose that M satisfies conditions (l)-(4), a>b, and e>0.
Definition.
Define functions ô and B as follows: if P is in D and a^z^b then 8(z, P) is the largest number d not exceeding 1 so that if
Also, B(z, P) is the largest number u not exceeding a so that if u>v>z then | M(v, z)P-P\ <5(z, P).
Remark. Note that the existence of 5 follows from condition (3) and of B follows from condition (2). Lemma 2. Suppose that P is in D. If a^x^b, {tp}ô is a subdivision of \B(x, P), x}, andj is an integer in [l, re], then
Indication
of Proof. If {tp}ô is a subdivision of {B(x, P),x] and j is an integer in [l, re] then x¿tj<B(x, P). Thus \M(t¡, x)P-P\ <8(x, P). Now, M(t¡, x)P is in M([x, a], x)P, so if a^u^vtx then 
To see this last inequality, one should note Lemma 2.2 of [4] . for p = 1, 2,
The conclusion of the lemma follows. Compare [5] and Theorem 2 of [7] . Example 2. Let/ be an increasing function from the real numbers onto the real numbers so that /' is continuous and nonincreasing. Suppose also that g is increasing and continuous, and that, for x>y and P a real number, M(x, y)P = f(g(x) -g(y) +t\P)). -Q\, then, according to [2] and [3], each value of M has range all of G and is invertible. This paper provides an alternate method for obtaining M(x, y)_1.
